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Abstract
Digital sculpting is a modeling method to make a detailed forming shape like sculpture. Recently, digital sculpting tools are becoming prevailing technology on 3DCG contents production.
However, most of the sculpting operations are irreversible, because sculpting tools overwrite the
information on shape directly. Therefore, the history operation of the undo redo etc. is often
achieved by the snap shot of the shape, and the operation is restricted by the limit of the memory
capacity. This paper proposes a new digital sculpting system based on the history of stroke input.
This system retains the CSG model with an implicit function set. As a result, each operation is
able to be deﬁned as reversible command in our method. Moreover, in our method, every command history item is made re-targetable by maintaining stroke-trails and camera information. It
allows users to recover any past state or to cancel a command. Our experimental results indicate
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed system.
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1

Introduction

Digital sculpting [1][2] is a modeling method
to make a detailed forming shape like sculpture. Recently, digital sculpting tools are becoming prevailing technology. Digital sculpting
is formed by operating on the displacement of
the voxel and the surface of the polygon while
traditional modeling tools operate on polygons
or parametric surfaces. Therefore, CG artist’s
sensibility is reﬂected easily and intuitively on
the shape, and creating a lot of cases where
digital sculpting is adopted in 3DCG contents
and the game work in recent years. The clay
metaphor is one of the main characteristics of
digital sculpting. By carving and dishing up
the virtual clay, the users can operate on the
shape of the model surfaces. In Z-Brush [3] of
the Pixologic Co. that is a typical digital sculpting, shapes are edited by giving displacement
and subdividing polygons according to the input
from the pen tablet. When the high polygon
model is generated with digital sculpting, the
displacement map to the low polygon model [4]
is made and used for the target contents. With
this method, however, the user cannot form a
shape when its topology greatly changes. On the
other hand, voxel based digital sculpting techniques [5][6][7] are proposed. They enabled the
users to carry out forming and deforming operations without any topological constraints. The
3D-Coat [8] of the PILGWAY Co. is oﬀering a
voxel-based modeling environment in the practical application. However, these operations simply overwrite the shape data being edited and
thus the previous data are lost. Giving invertibility can do nothing but take the snap shot
from this in the editing in digital sculpting at
an interval time constant to be diﬃcult, and to
achieve the undo redo, and there is a limit in the
operation record that can be maintained.
On the other hand, there are history-based
methods [9][10] in conventional modeling systems. Their approach is to model the shape by
accumulating the user commands, each of that
describes the shape distortion or carving with
primitive shape or parametric surface description. The advantage of history-based modeler
is that the user can freely go back and forth in
the past forming process. It is easy to recycle
a part of the editing process. A history-based
modeler using Euler operators [11] can deﬁne
the reverse operation of each shape distortion or
shape forming process. Since Euler operations

cannot treat topological changes, they cannot be
directly applied to digital sculpting. We paid attention to the fact that when the digital sculpting user forms a solid shape each input stroke
is associated with a projection from the plane
deﬁned by the camera position and the line of
sight. If we could maintain the camera information and the strokes on the screen, it would
be possible to reproduce the forming operations.
Based on this idea, we would realize unrestricted
undo and redo operations, maintaining all operation records from the beginning of the shape
modeling process. Moreover, in our system the
stroke inputs should be applicable to the shape
that is diﬀerent from the original target shape.
We should be able to skip a speciﬁc process or to
branch the history from a certain point as well
as to trace the history in the same straight line,
i.e., tree structured history information is preferred. As a result, it should become possible to
use the history of the stroke more freely.
To achieve the above goal, our system uses
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [12][13],
and it models objects with a set of implicit functions. As a result, each forming operation is
expressible by the Boolean operation [14][15] of
implicit functions, and thus it is possible to deﬁne it as a reversible command. The number
of implicit functions will increase in this approach whenever the stroke is given as input.
We solved this problem by clustering realm of
implicit functions, and achieved an interactive
response speed. We have implemented an interface for tracing the modeling operation along
a tree structure. In addition to conventional
undo/redo operations, our interface can control,
on arbitrary commands, such operations as moving, copying, pasting, branching, and cancelling.
When the shape at the time of the command input and re-application ahead had changed, our
system deals with the problem by introducing
a treatment that we call retargeting. By projecting the stroke from the input plane onto the
other plane, we could make the best use of the
operator’s intention of the input stroke. We have
conducted a user experiment and the results indicate the superior eﬀectiveness of our proposed
system.
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2

Digital sculpting by implicit functions

Where the binary operator
set operator that shows

⊕

is a conditional

{
This section explains the method for achieving
⊕
A∪B
(B is positive.)
B=
of digital sculpting by a set of implicit functions. A
(B is negative.),
A−B =A∩B
First of all, the data structure of the working
(3)
shape is described. Moreover, we describe the
with
regard
to
given
two
sets
A
and
B.
technique for maintaining the sculpting operaIn order to realize intuitive user operations,
tion as a command and the ”re-targeting” prowe
should make the surface of the working shape
cessing.
visible in an interactive frame rate. In general,
however, the process to extract an isosurface
2.1 Data structure for shape rep- from a set of implicit surfaces requires additional
resentation
computation time. Thus we use a point-base
surface expressed by a point set [16][17][18] sepIn our modeling system, the working shape arately generated for the purpose of visualizing
is represented by the set operation of implicit the surface shape. As a result, our system can
function-based primitives. A primitive consists skip the computation of the connection relationof the combination of the following two elements. ship among the vertices and thus it can present
quick and intuitive editing result in response to
• A surface side judging function.
the user’s input operation. When a new primitive is added, its point-set Vi representing the
• Attribute(positive or negative).
shaped surface is obtained by using the following
expression.
The region Pi where each primitive inﬂuences
is deﬁned as follows.
Vi = {V ∈ R3 | fi (V) = 0}
(4)
Pi = {P ∈ R3 | fi (P) ≤ 0},

(1)

Where, fi is an arbitrary implicit-function for
judgment of the side of the surface shape. For
example, if the implicit surface is a sphere with
radius r, the implicit function f becomes the
following equation fi (P) = |P|2 − r2 . If a
shape is a closed volume to arbitrary three dimension coordinates, the shape can be each considered as a primitive. Each primitive has an attribute of positive or negative. A positive primitive is a region that should be merged as a part
of the working shape, and a negative primitive
is a region where the shape should be carved
oﬀ. This corresponds, respectively, to an addition and subtraction of the Boolean operation in
CSG model. These primitives are used as dishing up and carving operations of the shape in
digital sculpting.
The set operation that expresses the entire
shape is provided as follows by the use of the
primitives. A shape model Sn that composes of
as many primitives as n is deﬁned by the following recurring formula.
{
S1 = P1
⊕
Si = Si−1 Pi

(i = 2 . . . n),

(2)

The system evaluates each vertex of pointset Vi according to the function of the whole
shape Sn , and decides whether to assume a part
of whole shape or to annul it. When the input primitive is positive, vertex outside of whole
shape is left. When the input primitive is negative, vertex in the whole shape is left. Otherwise,
the vertex is discarded.
When the number of primitives composing the
whole shape Sn increases, it costs more to evaluate the side judgment function Sn (P). To solve
this problem, our system maintains a list of implicit functions for each clustered area, and evaluates the functions from the tail of the list. This
tail-ﬁrst evaluation method lightens up the evaluation cost increases for the implicit functions
because the whole shape Sn is deﬁned by the
recurring formula described in Equation (2). To
determine whether certain coordinates reside inside or outside the shape Sn , the system should
evaluate the primitive functions in the list in the
forward order. When it ﬁnds the last primitive
that contains the coordinates, the side is determined by the attribute of the primitive. The
determination could be made quicker by checking the list in the reverse order. Given arbitrary
three dimension coordinates P, our system actually carries out the side judgment from the tail
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of the primitive list. When it ﬁrst encounters
the primitive that contains P , it checks the sign
of the attribute of the primitive. If the attribute
is positive, the point P is regarded to be inside
the whole shape, and vice versa. The system regards P as to be outside of the whole shape if P
was not contained in any primitives in the list
that the relevant area maintains.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the changes of
the point set and the surface of the whole shape
in case a new primitive is added. Figure 1 shows
a dishing up operation example and Figure 2
shows a carving operation example.

by a trajectory of coordinates that starts when
the mouse button or the tablet pen is pressed
and ends when they are released. As a result, the
vita information for one stroke can be recorded
by maintaining indices of the implicit functions
added during the corresponding stroke dragging
from among the implicit function lists that compose the whole shape. Since the whole shape is
represented as a series of set operations of the
implicit function list, undo can be achieved by
deletion from the list and redo by restoring an
item to the list.
Undo and redo as usual history operations are
feasible by either adding to or deleting from the
implicit function list as described previously. It
would make the digital sculpting very convenient
point-set for surface
volume of a posi!ve primi!ve
for the users if the system allows them to cancel or to re-apply an arbitrary operation. To
discarded point
volume of func!on set
achieve this, we propose a method for applying
a stroke to a situation diﬀerent from that when
the stroke input was made. Our underlying idea
in this paper is that we could (can) obtain a
result that values the user intention infused in
the stroke that he/she had drawn if we process
a changed shape assuming the same stroke was
reapplied through an appropriate screen. We
Figure 1: The state of data structure on dishing up. call this process retargeting.
In order to achieve the retargeting process, our
system maintains the information of the camera
position at the time of a stroke input and adds
it to the history item for the stroke. When a
point-set for surface
volume of a nega!ve primi!ve
stroke was given, the system records the coordinates of the stroke in the screen coordinate
discarded point
volume of func!on set
system, the camera position, the camera vector,
and the camera up-vector. Using these pieces of
information, our system processes re-targeting
of a given stroke by the following ﬂow.
1. Replace the current viewpoint with the
viewpoint when the user made the stroke
input.
Figure 2: The state of data structure on carving.

2.2

Input stroke history management and the retargeting process

2. Draw the working shape enabling the depth
buﬀer writing.
3. Clear the output stroke.
4. For each stroke point:

Since the working shape is expressed by a list of
implicit functions, a sculpting operation that is
either carving or dishing up can be achieved by
adding a new implicit function. Our system assumes that a general pointing device is used for
the input in digital sculpting. A stroke is deﬁned
– 111–

(a) Cast a ray from the viewpoint toward
the screen-space stroke point.
(b) Find the intersection between the ray
and the surface of the working shape
by reading the depth buﬀer value at
the screen point.
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(c) Append to the output stroke the intersection point in both object and screen
spaces.

5. Record the camera information and add it
to the output stroke.

Figure 3 illustrates the process done when the
stroke on the screen is given as input. The purple line in Figure 4 indicates the trajectory of the
stroke actually input on the screen, and Figure
5 shows the appearance applied to shape.

Figure 5: The result of the stroke in Figure 4.

view plane
view screen
stroke projec!on
(retarget)

view plane
view screen
stroke projec!on
edi!ng shape

edi!ng shape

Figure 6: Re-targeting of stroke.
Figure 3: The projection of stroke.

3

Figure 4: An input stroke example.

We implemented our proposed method described in the previous section as a simple digital sculpting system. Operations related to the
history management can be carried out through
a visual interface. This is called a history tree
interface. Figure 9 shows visualized images of
typical tree structure patterns used in the interface.
The examples in Figure 9 are the results when
the operation is accumulated in the same way
as a common historical management. A white
icon indicates the initial state, and a red or blue
icon shows dishing up or carving shape, respectively. When the history is rewound by an undo
operation, the cursor drawn as a yellow frame
moves one step back to the left, and when the
user cancels an operation, it is displayed as a
translucent square. The record of the history

Figure 6 presents the process when the stroke
input in the above-mentioned Figure 3 is applied
with shape changed by a history operation. Figure 7 demonstrates the appearance in that the
stroke input in Figure 4 is overlapped with shape
that the state has changed. Figure 8 depicts the
appearance applied to a shape by re-targeting.
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logging strokes
undo strokes

branch

cancella!on

copy(move) strokes

Figure 7: Overlapping of the previous stroke.

Figure 9: The view of history-tree.

Figure 8: The result of re-targeting.
is branched when a new operation is done from
the state rewound by undo and the instructional
information is accumulated. When some operations in the middle of the history are not needed
any more, the user can selectively cancel appropriate operations. Operations recorded after the
cancellation is applied again by the re-targeting
processing. In order to apply the operation done
on another divergence to the current state, the
user can copy or move the tree by selecting and
dragging the icon. An operation that is copied
or moved becomes a re-targetable operation, and
can be applied again in a redo operation. The
user can control the functions achieved in our
method by the above-mentioned interface.

4

Verification

The program is written in C++, and FK Toolkit
system [19] based on OpenGL was used as
a graphics system. The Cg language of the
NVIDIA Co. was used for a part of processing.
We veriﬁed our system by checking whether
the user can achieve the aimed operations using the functions described in the previous sections. The re-targeting processing was veriﬁed
in two scenarios. One is canceling an operation in the middle of a tree, and the other is
applying a copied operation to another tree. We

have achieved the expected sculpting operations
along the strokes in both cases. The following series of ﬁgures demonstrate the process of sculpting an animal face model. Figure 10(a) presents
a foundation shape imitating a rabbit-like animal head. Figure 10(b) is a rendering result in
that the eyes and the mouth are carved oﬀ and
the nose is dished up for the shape shown in Figure 10(a). Figure 10(c) indicates that the user
has undone all the past operations and has made
a new series of dish-up operations. Note that
the history diverged into the upper branch (3441) and the past operations (00-10) were memorized. Figure 10(d) demonstrates re-targeting
the past carving and dishing up operations that
have been undone in Figure 10(c). Please note
that the stroke is applied to the shape with
a changed state appropriately by re-targeting.
Figure 10(e) presents a result of automatic retargeting the carving operations in the case that
the user canceled a series of preceding operations in the middle of the history. It is understood that the carving operations are reﬂected
onto the shape even when the application order
is changed.
In the current implementation, the camera parameters when re-targeting was processed were
assumed to be the ﬁxed for the remainder of
the input. When shape changes greatly including its layout, the camera parameter should be
changeable at any time to achieve more ﬂexible
re-targeting processing.
We also conﬁrmed an increase in the processing load according to an increase in the number
of implicit functions. We conﬁrmed that the performance was 60fps for drawing and processing a
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(a) Step 1.

(b) Step 2.

(d) Step 4.

(c) Step 3.

(e) Step 5.

Figure 10: A exmaple of modeling sequence.
shape with approximately 280K points after entering 3,426 implicit functions with 108 strokes.
We could say that our system runs suﬃciently
fast in a practical and realistic situation. Table
1 describes our experimental environment.

Table 1: The enviroment of testing computer.
CPU
RAM
GPU

AMD Phenom(tm) II X6 1090T 3.2GHz

put stroke data. We conducted the comparative
veriﬁcation of memory capacity usage. Figure
11 presents the shape made with this system for
this veriﬁcation. To make the ﬁnal shape, we
took eight strokes and 556 implicit functions.
Table 2 and Figure 12 compare the amounts of
memory consumption needed for the edit histories of the shape between the method of recording the entire input strokes and the method of
taking the entire snapshot of the shape.

4GB
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 470

In the current implementation, we used a
depth buﬀer value in projecting to the working
shape destination while in re-targeting. When a
redo is operated, this requires an image draw execution and thus some time lags occur until the
result is reﬂected in the operation. We forecast
its improvement by replacing the depth buﬀer
Figure 11: A test modeling shape.
operation with some geometry calculations.
As shown in the table, the stroke-based
In our method, we achieved the historical
management using smaller amount of memory method signiﬁcantly reduces the memory usthan snapshot methods by maintaining all in- age. While the diﬀerence of the memory re– 114–
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ing in digital sculpting has been improved with
our method. The system can reuse the user input strokes with the re-targeting processing for
sculpting an alternative shape model that is different from the original model for the strokes.
Future work includes increasing the variations
of primitive shapes. Currently the sphere shape
is the only primitive available for our system.
Usages of arbitrary convex hull or parametric
surfaces as a primitive are preferred. Moreover,
this system would also endure editing operations
of a more complex, detailed shape if we employ clustering processing, that is eﬀective for
the point-set that composes the surface ﬁgure
with the realm of implicit function.

Table 2: A comparison of memory usages
Stroke-based Snapshot-based
step(s) method(bytes)
method(bytes)
1
5,752
21,792
2
6,068
43,632
3
6,384
65,520
4
6,700
87,456
5
7,016
109,440
6
7,332
131,472
7
8,788
158,112
8
9,104
184,800
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